GREECE

HUNGER STRIKERS RELEASED

On Friday May 13 we were informed by contacts in Greece that comrades Photis Danatos and Kyriakos Miras were on their 53rd day of their hunger strike and were close to death. A telegram was immediately sent on behalf of the Anarchist Black Cross to the Greek Government via its embassy in London. The telegram made it clear that the Greek Minister of Justice and the Chief of Police would both be held responsible for the deaths of these comrades. We also phoned through details of their condition to contacts in Britain. The next day the ABC sent out detailed Press Statements to newspapers, TV and radio stations, news agencies, independent publications and main anarchist papers internationally. A picket was also held outside the Greek Tourist Office in central London. Copies of the Press statement were personally delivered to staff at the Greek Embassy. On the following day an urgent news mailing was sent out to anarchist and anarcho-syndicalist organisations. Comrades were asked to send telegrams, letters of protest, etc as well as to stage pickets of suitable premises. The Greek embassy in London was also telephoned all day with protests.

Three days later the Greek Embassy telephoned the ABC (the telephone number was printed in the Press Statement) and announced that they had decided to release Photis and Kyriacos and also to repeal the law under which they were held. The Embassy also mentioned that it had received many letters and telegrams of protest over the previous 3 days. Since the phone call we made strenuous efforts to ascertain whether or not the embassy was bluffing in its claim. As we go to press we have learnt from a contact that their release was ratified by the Greek Parliament and that as a result Photis and Kyriakos decided to call off the hunger strike. We have yet to find out, however, what their state of health is and whether they will fully recover from their ordeal. The hunger strike was clearly embarrassing for the Socialist Govt. At the same time we found it significant that their Embassy found it necessary to phone the ABC to notify us of their release. Altogether the support shown for the comrades has been heartening. It demonstrates clearly that when the chips are down the anarchist movement — or certain sections of it — can mobilise itself to form an effective threat. We are in no doubt though that the protests in Greece (demonstrations, marches, pickets, trade union support, etc) provided the main reason for the Greek Govt. to act in the way it did. Let the Greek Government be clear. Until we are certain that comrades Kyriakos and Photis have fully recovered and that their state of health is in reasonable condition, we will continue to campaign on their behalf.

ANARCHIST BLACK CROSS

[Image of two individuals]
In Spain, leading up to and during the 'civil war', and more recently, in Poland, workers militias played a dual role helping to defend the local communities and workplaces from attack and in providing mutual support against increasing austerity. These were not villages, but geographically organized areas where they live and work, refusing to be subervient. Earlier this year car workers used strike action, successfully, to defend themselves against police intimidation when body-workers had their homes searched for stolen parts. In Liverpool, last year, again after a period of harassment by cops on an estate, a localized 'riot' broke out as residents collectively defended themselves against further attacks on their homes and person.

Looking beyond, police, employers, the social security forces, etc, faced with an individual fighting against social injustice, can easily utilize this structure at its disposal to subdue that individual, but faced with whole communities fighting back, not just in the workplace (for better working hours, better conditions, etc), but also in the neighbourhoods (rent-strikes, mass non-payment of bills, takeover of public buildings, etc) and on the streets (against the police), will be facing a more highly organised opposition.

N.B. The riot in Liverpool took place last August. Three men were later arrested at a police station and sentenced. At the trial in April, police described how they were barraged with bricks and slates from the balconies and that many of the residents were organised enough to evacuate their children before the violence - which lasted all night long - grew to any serious proportion. The cops were in riot gear and used sledge-hammers to smash down doors where residents had barricaded themselves in.

Referring to one of those charged, a Sergeant Oakley commented: 'He was very aggressive and seemed to have a pathological hatred of the police or any form of authority.' The trial went on for 9 days and the defendants, who were cleared of all offences by the jury, explained that the 'riot' was purely defensive and that they had merely acted to prevent the police from carrying out any damage to their homes or injury to their friends.

Source: ASDO

ROYAL PLAQUE DAMAGED

The plaque commemorating the Royal opening of the Tyne Bridge, £14 Million Redhugh bridge was damaged within hours of the ceremony.

Source: W.F.

KILL THE BILL

After starting an hour late, 500 people left Brockwell Park South London to March to Hyde Park. A large Anarchist presence was made and easily overpowered by the police. Communist, Trotsky and party hacks.

Newham & Defence Group, Colin Roach Campaign and independent people along with a Sound-system on a truck, a Brass Band and lively chanting kept up the spirits. Despite the slow turn-out (due to the illusion that the election has prevented the Bill, in fact the Police will get in whichever gets elected), the response from passers-by and the Estates near-by was very friendly. An attempt was made to attack the car of the Minister, but the Anarchists in Hyde Park with a mixed result, the usual hecklers but some new contacts, and a lot of interest.

A Stroller

VENICE ANARCHIST

For 121 Collective

LAMBETH'S LENIN

The campaign for the eviction of 121 Bookshop is led by none other than the Leader of Lambeth Borough Council, Ted Knight. Knight has conducted this campaign from his own office away from the prying eyes of all. Knight has two motives for his campaign, one political the other personal. Firstly as a Trotskyist-anarchist (at a recent confrontation he was quoted as saying that Lenin had the right idea when dealing with the police). Knight, one time member of the WRP is now a supporter of the Workers Socialist League. However he remains on good terms with the WRP. The Paperbook Bookshop - nearby is backed by the WRP and is allowed to pay reduced rates and rent) and other Trotskyist cells in the Labour Party.

The second motive is personal. Anarchists have long attacked Knight and all he stands for. Knight zealously guards his 'left' image, so radical critiques of him are particularly painful. Indeed on one occasion he was prepared to sue the local branch of NALC/ DAM leaflet. Various anti-Knight publications and actions have been directed at him. All these he has traced back to that nest of vipers, 121 Bookshop.

So in one fall away Knight plans to wipe out an embarrassment, get revenge and still pursue the classic trolley line. N.B. 121 Bookshop appeared in court and won. But all the evidence collected by Lambeth Council felt forced to seek an adjournment (partly because of the elections, partly because they feared the case was not sufficiently prepared) and were criticised by the judge for wasting the courts time.

Also, the Paperbook Bookshop was recently attacked by a group of angry women for carrying copies of pornographic material. The bookshop itself was violently and punctured one of the women.

Source: Doris Kaplan For 121 Collective

CARDIFF

Two youths appeared in Cardiff Crown Court accused of setting fire to shops and a bank. They are supposed to have stayed at the scene to watch them blaze. They both deny the theft of the last £6,000. When the Queen Mother visited Raiffon Road these suspicious characters were seen in the vicinity of the Anarchist Bookshop. The Q.M. was put off entering, and lost the chance of getting an out-of-print Orwell. These men are not Anarchists, What are they up to? The Q.M. should be warned.
WORKERS DEFENCE GROUP

In Spain, leading up to and during the ‘civil war’, and more recently, in Poland, workers militias played a dual role helping to defend the local communities and workplaces from attack and in providing mutual support against increasing austerity. These were not vanquished, but rather organised around where they live and work, refusing to be subervient. Earlier this year car workers used strike action, successfully, to defend themselves against police intimidation when body-workers had their homes searched for stolen parts. In Liverpool, last year, again after a period of harassment by cops on an estate, a localised ‘riot’ broke out as residents collectively defended themselves against further attacks on their homes and person.

Cops, bosses, police, employers, the social security forces, etc., faced with an individual fighting against social injustice, can easily utilise the misery at its disposal to subdue that individual, but faced with whole communities fighting back, not just in the workplace (e.g. wage-hours, better conditions, etc.), but also in the neighbourhoods (rent-strikes, mass non-payment).

READING

There have been two near riots in Reading within a week. On 30th April over 200 youths skirmished with police near the station. The confrontation began after a Reading Millwall football match but the majority of those who joined in were local blacks, punks and unemployed who had nothing to do with the game. They weren’t shouting slurs but ‘Brixton, Brixton’. On May 4th, the night after the Tottenham clashes, a small group of police began hassling people at a fairground in Reading and tried to arrest two. They were immediately surrounded by friends of the arrested and bystanders. Within a few minutes an estimated 150 local youths were confronting the police with bottles, bricks, cans and pins and were only dispersed after volleys of reinforcements were called. Four police were injured and one of their vehicles was damaged.

The local press was hysterical/sterile about the event and was trying to promote a rightwing vigilante, Lynch mob mentality. Shortly after, what should have been a meeting for Race Equality Council issued a list of alleged acts of police brutality against blacks in Reading in recent months. The police themselves issued a denial. A one person report was issued as saying words to the effect that the fairground scene was a bad sign for the future and that black youths should be prevented from congregating in the town as otherwise a ‘riot’ summer’ would result.

ROYAL PLAQUE DAMAGED

The plaque commemorating the Royal opening of the Tyne Bridge £4 Million Redheugh bridge was damaged within hours of the ceremony. Sources: W.R.P.

KILL THE BILL

After starting an hour late, 500 people left Brockwell Park South London to March to Hyde Park. A large Anarchist presence was made and easily out-numbered the Committee, Triot and Party hacks. Newham 8 Defence Group, Colin Roach Campaign and independent people along with a sound-system on a truck, a Brass Band and lively chanters kept up the spirits. Despite the low turnout (due to the illusion that the election has prevented the Bill, in fact the Police will get in whoever gets elected), the response from passers-by and the Estates near-by was very friendly. An attempt by the Police to get in whenever the Mayor was not sufficiently prepared) and were criticised by the judge for wasting the courts time. Also, the Paperback Bookshop was recently attacked by a group of angry women for carrying copies of pornographic material. The bookshop staff reacted violently and punched one of the women.

Source: Dora Kaplan For 121 Collective

LAMBETH’S LENIN !!

The campaign for the eviction of 121 Bookshop is led by none other than the Leader of Lambeth Borough Council, Ted Knight. Knight has conducted this campaign from his own office away from the prize eyes of all. Knight has two motives for his campaign, one political the other personal. Firstly as a Trotskyite-Anarchist (at a recent confrontation he was quoted as saying that Lenin had the right idea when dealing with the trade unions) and secondly he is a member of the WRP. He is a supporter of the Workers Socialist League. However he remains on good terms with the WRP - The Paperback Bookshop - nearby is backed by the WRP and is allowed to pay reduced rates and rent) and other trotsikist cells in the Labour Party.

The second motive is personal. Anarchists have long attacked Knight and all he stands for. Knight zealously guards his ‘left’ image, so radical critiques of him are particularly painful. Indeed one occasion he was prepared to sue the local branch of NALGO (local government workers union) for daring to reprint a local NALGO/DAM leaflet. Various anti-Knight publications are now being dispersed. All these he has traced back to that nest of vipers, 121 Bookshop.

So in one fell swoop Knight plans to wipe out an embarrassment, get revenge and still pursue the classic trot line. N.B. 121 Bookshop appeared in court and won against the intervention of police from nearby Lambeth Council. The original legal grounds for the case was that the Police had no authority to enter the premises of a private club. However, the Coroner was not convinced and pressurised the police to enter the premises. The foreman of the jury, explained that the ‘riot’ was purely defensive and that they had merely acted to prevent the police from carrying out any damage to their homes or injury to their friends.

Source: ASD

CARDIFF

Two youths appeared in Cardiff Crown Court accused of setting fire to shops and a bank. They are supposed to have stayed at the scene to watch them blaze. They both deny the theft of £66,000, but confess to causing £10,000 worth of damage was caused. The youths blame each other for causing the fires. A witness claims that Dale (one of the accused) was on the fire when we done. The fires occurred on July 15 and June 18 last year.

POLICING

DEATHS IN CUSTODY

James O’Donnell (aged 47) was taken to Bow Street Police station on December 9 and charged with drunkenness. The following morning he was dead and had 9 broken ribs and a fractured sternum. At the recent inquest one of the cops involved (an ex SPG officer) claimed they were merely trying to stop O’Donnell, who was drunk and then warned the jury that any criticism of the police could discourage them from fulfilling their ‘social service role’. 

Source: Inquest

BLINDED IN CUSTODY- ISLINGTON

Fed up of killing people, or driving them to suicide, police are now trying out a new tactic; blinding their victims. Barry Carliell and three of his mates were eating out at an Indian cafe the other day when after a spot of rowdiness (in which they were not involved) they ended up getting into an argument with a bloke who turned out to be an off-duty cop. The cop went out and got his own mates from Upper Street Police station who were helping the four off to the cells. It was whilst in the cells that Carliell had his eye literally knocked out by the cops. Carliell is now virtually blind as his other eye is useless due to a welding accident. One of the cops involved, 41, of the youths was shot up with common assault. Surely this must be a case of an eye for an eye....?

Source: People’s Justice

When the Queen Mother visited Raillon Road these suspicious characters were seen in the vicinity of the Anarchist Bookshop. The Q.M. was put off entering, and lost the chance of getting an out-of-print Orwell. These men are not Anarchists. What are they up to? The Q.M. should be warned.
MARCH TO NOWHERE

Latest news on the March for Jobs: when it terminates in London, the dixton Establishment Trots plan to turn it into a PLO march! One of Ted Knight’s henchmen in Brixton explained: somewhat unconvinvingly, that Employment and Palestine are related issues. True in a way, Gaddafi’s money keeps quite a few Trotsters from the harsh realities of having to get a job or go on the dole.

ECONOMIC PACT

Although as we go to press it looks as though the Tories could win the next general election it is worth reminding ourselves of the debate on the ‘Economic Pact’ at the recent NUPE conference at Scunthorpe. At the conference, despite a plea by some delegates that it is always the lower paid that suffer under any policy of wage restraint, conference overwhelmingly voted in favour of supporting a new TUC/labour economic pact. One delegate bluntly presented a motion urging conference to agree to a ‘prices and incomes policy’, but was foiled when the general secretary withdrew the motion as it would be ‘maliciously misunderstood’ and would give delegates the impression that the new TUC/labour deal was ‘yet another social contract’.

SPAIN

The socialist government has passed a law requiring that those on strike and under suspension be compelled to work for the state until work is found. The government has described the new legislation as merely social collaboration and argue that while they are in power, working for the state – the socialist state – is the same as working for the good of all.

In the last issue of the News Bulletin we reported on the takeover of the mines by the tin miners in Bolivia and their occupation of the company offices. President Zuazo, the ‘left-wing’ head of state of Bolivia, has described their action against the state-owned company as ‘anarchic trade unionism that could jeopardise the full of my government’. The official trade union movement are giving their full backing to the miners, who are opposed to further austerity measures and are demanding significant wage rises. The labour movement are completely typical of the state socialists, currently dominated by the oppositeness of the Nationalist Revolutionary Movement of the Left (MNLL). The president has now referred the matter to the Supreme Court, which has now split – made the mistake many accelerants socialist revolution make: that of equating with the farce of persisting with an economy tied, mainly through the IMF and multi-nationals, to international capital and then being forced to increase production and keep down wages so as to pay off huge international debts. With the further isolation of the ‘socialist’ parties from the labour movement and with inflation rocketing to ridiculous proportions, many expect to see any day a horn again of inwards appealing for help from the right and an attempt at a military coup.

SPAIN

The socialist government has passed a law requiring that those on strike and under suspension be compelled to work for the state until work is found. The government has described the new legislation as merely social collaboration and argue that while they are in power, working for the state – the socialist state – is the same as working for the good of all.

In the last issue of the News Bulletin we reported on the takeover of the mines by the tin miners in Bolivia and their occupation of the company offices. President Zuazo, the ‘left-wing’ head of state of Bolivia, has described their action against the state-owned company as ‘anarchic trade unionism that could jeopardise the full of my government’. The official trade union movement are giving their full backing to the miners, who are opposed to further austerity measures and are demanding significant wage rises. The labour movement are completely typical of the state socialists, currently dominated by the oppositeness of the Nationalist Revolutionary Movement of the Left (MNLL). The president has now referred the matter to the Supreme Court, which has now split – made the mistake many accelerants socialist revolution make: that of equating with the farce of persisting with an economy tied, mainly through the IMF and multi-nationals, to international capital and then being forced to increase production and keep down wages so as to pay off huge international debts. With the further isolation of the ‘socialist’ parties from the labour movement and with inflation rocketing to ridiculous proportions, many expect to see any day a horn again of inwards appealing for help from the right and an attempt at a military coup.

PARODUALLY the miners’ occupation and takeover of the company was itself an attempt to break strike action taken by management and which had led, temporarily, to closures. The miners insisted that the management were only bonafide and friends of politicians and were not longer required. Since the takeover the mines have come again smoothly – without bickering and production has even increased.

N.B., the government’s intent move in to offer the tin miners – still in occupation of the CONIBUI Sitz – a deal involving a guarantee of ‘worker participation’ in the running of the company.

AIR VALLEY YARNS LTD.

Conditions at the mill are insufferable, the Asian workers another social contract. ‘Penalty would simply be a fine which they would have to pay.’

In 1984a, the shops stewards had returned to work, due to total lack of solidarity and the union, when he refused he was sacked, the workers relation as merely social collaboration. They have been are in power, working for the force. The threat of the sack came at a time when the union, when he refused he was sacked, the workers relation as merely social collaboration. They have been are in power, working for the force. The threat of the sack came at a time when the union, when he refused he was sacked, the workers relation as merely social collaboration. They have been are in power, working for the force. The threat of the sack came at a time when the union, when he refused he was sacked, the workers relation as merely social collaboration. They have been are in power, working for the force.
FRANCE

RADIO LIBERTAIRE CENSORED

After 6 months of unceasing discussion, the socialist-concerted Government and then the socialist-Liberal High Authority have now reached their goal - the annihilation of the last free radio. Instead the workers' programmes are taking the form of political parties, commercial and religious groups. Radio Libertaire, the radio of the French Anarchist Federation, is now excluded from the list of licensed radio stations. Radio Libertaire responds by becoming a pirate station as was the case under the previous regime. The struggle for freedom of expression begins again. Radio Libertaire calls on all anarchists, people who believe in justice and freedom to be prepared to struggle for the recognition of this station. The Masterless Voice will never be silenced.

source: French Anarchist Federation

INA LINE CONSPIRACY IN PARIS

Three people accused of being members of the Irish National Liberation Army have been released after spending 9 months in jail. They were arrested about the time of last year's bombing attacks by right-wing rangers on Jewish people. It is now known that the counter-terrorism unit (GIGN), responsible for the arrest of the implanted 'evidence' of explosives in order to secure their imprisonment, when the right were in power GIGN were accused by the left of being a law unto themselves in that they were known to have undertaken 'illegal' surveillance and monitoring of socialist deputies, widespread phone tapping, etc. Meanwhile in opposition, the GIGN continues to criticise their autonomy, but more recently has given them his full support in order to show that a 'socialist' government can also counter Fascist groups. Some GIGN officers are thought to have been recruited from other groups, while some are thought to have been members of the CNT.

source: CNT

PARIS RIOTS

Groups Union Defense, the French National Front, and Action Francaise - all neo-Fascist groups have played a significant part in the recent rioting in Paris.

The Left has held back, unsure and not wanting to challenge the 'socialists' and their authoritarian programmes. But they have done so and taken the initiative, then they would have retained some integrity; but with the so-called organised left, and the unions (except for the professional associations) doing a 'social contract' deal, the opportunity was created for the right to take the streets and influence the moderates in their direction. On a much larger and terrifying scale, this is exactly what the MIAS did when they rose to power, exploiting the sapathy and hypocrisy of the left and the indocility of the centre. In Britain today the official Labour movement is seen as redundant. It still continues with the tired old formulae of nationalism, 'full employment', but at the price of voluntary wage restraint - and the Trotskyite groups who have the 'critical' approval. As in France, the right are using every opportunity possible to consolidate control, thanks to those who pretend to act in the name of socialism, it will only be when oppressed people abandon forever these charlatans that a truly socialist movement will rise up to challenge the authoritarian - whether of the right or the left.

source: CNT

IRELAND

RELEASE NICKY KELLY

Nicky Kelly, aged 30, serving a 12 year prison sentence in Victorian Ireland. He was convicted of robbing the Cork to Dublin Mail train. The campaign for his release started on the basis of 'inconsistent evidence against him and his own signed statement obtained under duress and violence'. He was sentenced to 5 years in court by doctors who testified to the extensive bruising and swelling on his body.

For further information contact SATIS (Southern Arizona, the imprisoned society), C/11 31 Scous Street, London NW.

source: SATIS

CHILE

As in Bolivia, libertarians and revolutionary syndicalists are playing an important part in the recent confrontations against the state. After the successful one day strike on May 11, organised by the workers unions, finding occurred in many parts of the country. Two protesters were killed and the government has brought to trial 10 activists in the country. However Pinacho faces strong opposition from the CNM, the newly formed federation of free trade unions, and tension is mounting.

N.N. During the riots barricades were erected along the road of Santiago's students and pixels went out of sight of the police and thereafter included spikes laid on the roads to slow public transport.

source: CNT

For the record

FRANCIS BORUM HELPS AMY ANELLI, 7, DURING FINGERPRINTING PROGRAM ON MONDAY AT COQUINA ELEMENTARY SCHOOL IN THE VILLAGE. THE FINGERPRINTING PROGRAM HELPS ESTABLISH IDENTIFICATION RECORDS.

EMILY HARRIS

Accused and found guilty of kidnapping Patsy Morris (daughter of a millionaire) and forcing her family to redistribute some of their wealth in order of California's non-privileged. Emily Harris (member of the Symbionese Liberation Army) has been found guilty of this crime, having completed her 7 years Bill Harris (same charges) to be released later this year.
FEEDBACK
CAMBRIDGE ANARCHISTS
Correction. Their new address (also for the Cambridge Libertarian Library) is: Box A, Grapevine, C/O Cambridge Free Press, 25 Gwydir Street, Cambridge.
A LETTER FROM CANADA
We are currently filming in Vancouver but will be coming to England & Europe in mid-June to begin gathering from there more material. The purpose of the project is to show the people on both sides of the world that they are not alone in their struggle (as the State would have us believe). We are already in contact with some people in Europe & England but can still use lots of ideas or help.
I guess that's about it, except thanx from Vancouver for printing the stuff on our own Direct Action people, it's good to know the truth gets out some how.
We can be contacted in Paris: Penelope Buttenhult
c/o M. Chabal,
21 BLUD Rochechaure, Paris. 75009 FRANCE

* Five Canadians have been charged with various 'crimes' such as the bombing of the Cruise-Missile Computer parts factory of Litton Inc. claimed by Direct Action and the fire bombing of Red Hot Video (porn) Outlets in Canada that were claimed by the Wimmins Fire Brigade. The Five face four trials on four separate charges and a long delay in prison. Their Defence Group can be contacted:
Free the Five Defence Group,
Box 48296, Bentall Station, Vancouver, B.C. V7X 1A1 Canada.

BLACK CAT An agitational local newsheet is now available for a Stamped, Addressed Envelope:
Black Cat, c/o Cann St Community Centre, Old Co-op Old Co-op Factory, Cann Street, Crewe.

DISMISSED FOR JOY
Two workers employed in the Soviet overhaul section of the Naval Shipyard in Gdynia were disciplinarily dismissed from work for displaying joy after the death of Brezhnev on November 11, 1982.
('Tygodnik Mazowsze', No.43 3/3/83)

ANARCHIST CENTRE EVICTED
An attempt to start an Anarchist Centre in an empty building once used by the Theology Dept. of the University of Cardiff failed after it was evicted just two days later. Alternative site is being sought and the experience was worthwhile they say. Help and offers of help followed publicity in the local Press and Radio, but more is welcome:
CLASS WAR c/o 108 Bookshop, 108 Salisbury Rd, Cathays, Cardiff, Wales.

Their paper's May issue from above address for 20p.

DIRECT ACTION No. 12 20p. Published by the Leeds Group of the Direct Action Movement available from
C/O 164-166 Corn Exchange Bldgs, Manchester M3 3BN.

INSURRECTION
Compiled by Jean Weir, available from:
Jean Weir, C/O Alfredo Bonnano CP61, 95100 Catania, Sicilly, Italy. Price:
80p (+20p postage). Issue No. 1 includes articles on insurrection, Comiso, anti-militarism, torture in Italian jails.

Anarchist Black Cross

The London Chapter of the Anarchist Black Cross apologises to those who were inconvenienced at a cultural meeting being held at the Centro Iberico in West London because of the urgent need to picket the Greek Embassy after 55 days of hunger strike. We had been asked to take action. (A similar incident happened during a cultural meeting in Madrid at the time of the 5th Congress). These things cannot always be controlled.

BLACK CROSS GROUPS
We have received enquiries from individuals and groups about setting up local Black Cross support units. With anarchist resistance broadening, the number of libertarians and activists held in prison and needing our support/solidarity is increasing. We hope to continue to publicise as much information as possible through the Flag and whatever other means we can. We will also be glad to send speakers, where appropriate, to provide further background information on arrests and how support groups can assist.

A talk is being given by A. Meltzer on the ABC past, present & future possibilities. 2pm Sunday June 26th at 121 Railton Road, London SE24.
ALL WELCOME

ABC PRESS STATEMENTS
The Anarchist Black Cross is soon to start a 'press statement' service. News of arrests, support campaigns, statements issued by resistance defence groups, unpublicised news reports, etc will be sent out, via the ABC to the Media (main UK dailies and selected independents, TV and radio stations, news agencies and press syndicates, etc) and to UK and international anarchist papers/journals that are widely circulated. News items/news updates for inclusion for this service should be clearly identified and sent to: The Secretary, Anarchist Black Cross...

BLACK FLAG READERS MEETING
July 16th at 7pm at the Students Union Bldg, Sheffield Uni. Open to all, the meeting will examine anarchism today.